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MINI5280
MES S AG E FROM T HE PR E S I D ENT
OK so after my rant of last month I thought
I would offer up something a little less controversial and more benign – religion … no,
no, no how about road kill. Too gross? Well
what about summer (with just a hint of road
kill)? This has been a most unusual summer as far as the weather is concerned.
Very moist and not all that hot (yet?). Usually by this time I am so wilted that I need
some time in the mountains. July in Denver
is of course our hottest month with an average temperature of 88 deg F. The record
was 105 recorded on July 20th, 2005 and
July has had 20 days where the record
temperature was 100 deg or higher. This
year however our warmest day as of this
writing has been 92 deg – hardly summer,
and on top of that we have had over an
inch of rain this month (I thought we lived in
a desert). If you compare this to those in
the southeast climates or even Houston
you will truly appreciate our weather.

just to spend a few days in our scenery and
our weather, getting out of their heat and
into our mountains. They know what we
have and how fortunate we are to live in
such a place. I think too often we forget
what we have and take our weather and
terrain for granted and always find an excuse to not get out and enjoy. Too busy to
motor this weekend, got stuff to do, I’m
tired, I hate seeing all those faster red
MINIs – excuses.
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My purpose for sharing these statistics is to
bolster my argument that Denver is the
best spot in the US for a MINI club, and this
year even more so. Think about it, we have
great weather, fabulous mountain roads
and we are centrally located to boot. We
enjoy an active and increasing membership
probably due in no small part to our
weather which is truly acceptable for motoring year-round. I’m also sure that our relationship with Ralph Schomp contributes to
our ever-climbing membership rolls as
does the many activities and events the
club organizes throughout the year. We are
very fortunate indeed … so what’s your
excuse? What could be your excuse for not
getting out and joining the club in a ride?

When I graduated from college I accepted
a position with a company located in West
Texas – a visual here would be to toss
sand on your floor and imagine that floor
going in all directions for as far as you can
see then turn on 50 fans and slap down
some spoiled hamburger (so many road
killed armadillos and dead cattle the place
always had the odor of death wafting
about). Having grown-up near the mountains I was accustomed to being able to do
two things: 1. always being able to tell
which way north was and 2. being able to
escape the heat by ascending the closest
mountain road. In West Texas I was a fish
out of water with the closest pseudomountains four hours to the west and with
no landmark for bearings other then mesquite and piles of cotton hulls. It was then I
decided that one day I would return to the
mountain west and never, ever take the
mountains for granted again. I did return 12
years later, after a stint in Tulsa, and every
morning I make a point to look at the mountains. I don’t take them for granted any
longer and I yearn for more time running
the passes and enjoying the elevation. We
live in a remarkable place.

This month we are hosting what is arguably
one of the largest annual MINI events in
the nation. We have MINIs coming from
Florida, North Carolina, Texas, Arizona,
Oregon and California to name a few. We
have people that will have driven thousands of miles for the forth year in a row

So here we are again in August and our
chance to enjoy our fortune has arrived.
MITM is a compelling reason to break out
of the routine and head for the hills. If you
come up to MITM this year I can promise
you will be cooler, you will find some nice
motoring opportunities and you will
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(perhaps for a day or two) not take
your mountains for granted. I really
enjoy taking to others that have travelled from other states and it makes
me proud when they say—‖You’re so
lucky to live here‖. Little do they know
that luck has nothing to do with it.
Making excuses is something we all
have in common. Perhaps we can
use MITM as an excuse to get out
and meet some people, enjoy the
scenery, enjoy the roads and most of
all enjoy the riches of our location.
Chuck Maybee,
President, MINI5280
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! MINI TURNS 50!
50 years ago, on August 26, 1959 to be exact, the British Motor Corporation (BMC) revealed a revolutionary new small vehicle: the first Mini in the Morris Mini-Minor and Austin Seven editions. Plenty
of interior space with short exterior dimensions, room for four passengers, impeccable handling,
economical fuel consumption and a low price. Such were the prerequisites for the father of the
Mini, the design engineer Alec Issigonis

Sir Alec Issigonis and his Masterpiece

Hopkirk and Liddon receiving first prize at

In 1959 he developed the Mini, in1969 he

the Rallye Monte Carlo in 1964

was knighted

The Morris Mini Pick-up showed in 1961,all

Mini 1275 GT, Mini 1000 and Mini Clubman

the different vehicles a Mini could become

from 1973
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The Life-Ball-Mini of 2009 was designed by

In 2005 designer icon Donatella Versace

"The Blonds", the currently hippest

designed a black and yellow convertible for

designer duo from New York, consisting of

the Life Ball in Vienna

David and Philipe Blond

WHERE MINIS COME FROM
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MI NI 5280 T R ACK DAY
High Plains Raceway is located near Byers, CO about 1-1/2
hours east of town. The track is 2.4 miles in length and offers
motoring enthusiasts some great cornering opportunities as

well as some fun straights. The facilities are sparse at this
point but the track is finished as is the paddock area. Plans
are to keep developing the site with concessions, grand
stands and perhaps some shade.

MINI5280 members were invited to participate in a
track day hosted by the Lotus Club of Colorado. The
track day was held on June 28th and was attended by
10 MINIs and a Mini. Members were grouped into four
groups and given 15 minutes of track time. Tires
squealed, brakes smoked and superchargers whined
as the MINIs held their own on the track with the faster
Lotus cars as the curves are a great equalizer on this
raceway.

MINI5280 has been invited to the grand opening on August
1st and we have been promised a spot for group parking for
the car display. This event should be fun and family friendly
so check out their event notice in this newsletter for more information.
Photos by: Don Suiter & Chuck Maybee
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MI NI 5280 ME ET YOUR M E MBER S

Name

Nickname
Date of Purchase (Mini)
Dealer of Purchase
Spouse
Year Married
Is he/she a MINI Mania?

Children Info
Grandchildren
Address

Jamie Shope

Lil’ Valentino on NAM & also my MINI’s name because I picked
him up on Valentine’s Day
February 14, 2008
Ralph Schomp
James
April 24, 1982
Somewhat
Ashley-15 She just got her Driver’s Permit & NO she will not be
driving Lil’ Valentino
I hope not for a very long time
Mostly in Lil’ Valentino or Thornton

Mods

Not yet, I will be getting a sway bar at MITM 4

Color

Nightfire Red

Employer / Type of Business

FEDEX Ground—moving packages from Point A to Point B

Position

Service Agent = Loss Prevention

Hobbies

Driving Lil’ Valentino has been my hobby for the past 17 months

Greatest Achievement Since College

Favorite MINI Memory

A few favorite songs from the college days
My History with the MINI

Didn’t go to college, but it would be becoming a Mom
One of my favorites is the 1st drive I went on with MINI5280...M is
for MINI 6-21-08
From back in the day it would have to be anything from ALABAMA,
I’ve seen them in concert about 10 times
42,500 miles in 17 months = Perma-Grin
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C AS T L E TO C AS T L E TO C AS T L E R I D E
What could be any better on a gorgeous Sunday in mid July than
motoring around Colorado to 3 Castles with 26 other Mini Coopers? Three Castles you ask? Well, last year we had 3 so this
year we had 3:
I.) I-HOP in Castle Rock, CO.
II.) Bishop’s Castle
III.) Burg Mary Castle
Castle Rock, CO. was 1st. A 7:00AM visit to I-HOP as official
Denver / Northern Area Members meet up / fuel up / coffee up
place. Some had breakfast, those who cherish sleep arrived just
in time for the 8:00AM departure to Colorado Springs. The short
30 minute trip South
included 20 MINI’s + 2
Classic Mini’s.
The rendezvous ―point
of interest‖ pull off near
Colorado Springs
found another 5 MINI’s
eagerly waiting. In no
time the combined group was off again South bound on I-25 with
Intercoolest (aka: Mike Gleason) in the (leader) pole position.
That was the longest procession of Mini’s this trip leader can recall outside of a National event.
Our next stop was the Rest Area at Colorado City @ I-25 & Hwy
165 where we greeted & added yet 1 more Mini to the never ending stream of colorful Mini’s. The rest area also attracted what
appeared to be, a most unusual, 3 wheeled motorcycle / SR-71
combo vehicle. After the much appreciated potty break, voluntary
SR-71 inspection, Sunday morning fellowship time with the Chosen (Mini) People & a quick drivers meeting, our colorful ribbon of
Mini’s was off again for Bishop’s Castle. Beginning with a sleek
Black, flowing into a flowery mix of bright colors through the middle, and then ending with a spectacular Purple Haze.
Bishop’s Castle, near Rye, CO., is the #1 favorite destination of

our annual Castle explorers. If you’re ever in the
mood for a destination of
somewhere unusual, Jim
Bishop certainly delivers.
Jim has a uniqueness all
his own & this Castle will
scare you. Either by climbing higher than fear & common sense should allow, in
realizing the lack of solid
foundation & zero building
code adherence, or perhaps by reading Jim’s political position(s) posted as
you enter this medieval
wonderland. Castle exploring MINI-5280 members
split into 3 distinct groups.
Group A consisted of the
determined to climb to the
very top & get a picture from up there type. Group B were the, I
don’t think it is safe & I’ll just wait out here in the shade, type.
Group C made up the rest of us that were okay with some climbing but no way am I going up that, crowd. In accordance with strict
English Motoring Etiquette, food & drink was partaken of in appropriate picnic fashion during this 75 minute visit.
Leaving exactly on
time, w/ no one left
behind (ask WWW
about C2C 2008), we
ventured on again
through some twisty
roads but caught behind a camper traveling at less than posted
speed limits. Perhaps
this was a blessing of
sorts. When we approached Wetmore, CO. we encountered 2 huge white draft
horses walking against traffic in the middle of Hwy 96. MINI5280
members jumped into action & corralled the 2 gentle giants behind
a nearby fenced area. Those of our group that were ahead of this
heroic effort stopped at a convenience store in Florence, CO. to
wait for the rest to catch up. The convenience store clerk suggested the horses could have belonged to some Amish families
that have recently relocated to Wetmore area in Colorado. (That
could be interesting next year, a ―Mini’s n’ Buggy’s‖
ride….????....!)
Our caravan had finally joined all together again, however one
had a run-flat tire that went flat! Whitlow Wong saved their day
loaning him a temporary spare tire to get home with. Luckily, this
member was staying at his summer home in the Denver area, not
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C AS T L E TO C AS T L E TO C AS T L E R I D E

his main home in Mexico. Yes, MINI5280 has become totally
continental. This stop was not as efficient as restroom breaks
go, the store had a single unisex one seat restroom…..
Then like a flash we were off again through Canon City & past
the Royal Gorge via Hwy 50, a right hand turn on to Hwy 9
towards Hartsel. At this point, due to my verbal trip revision,
we lost 4 cars. Approximately 9 miles on Hwy 9 we detoured
towards Cripple Creek, near Guffey, CO. Using our walkietalkies I called back to see if everyone had made the turn.
Thinking I had heard the Sweeper’s voice say we are here
move on, we did move on. The 4 cars that missed the turn
went Hwy 9 all the way to Hartsel, CO. which was the original
written plan. I forgot to ask them how they liked the high
speed sweeper curves along Hwy 9. The main group went on
to another rest area at Teller County Road 1. We waited there
thinking the missing 4 would catch us. I was way wrong, they
were many miles off track & getting further away by the minute.
We decided to move on in hopes of getting phone reception.
In Florissant, CO. we were able to make phone connection &
discovered the missing were not actually lost but went 50 – 60
miles to the West. Assuring them they would
actually see the rest of
us again, still visit the
last Castle of the day &
get to partake in the
feast being prepared for
us, we went on to Woodland Park, CO. via Hwy
24.

the Castle is
next door to
their also
―Hermann hand
built‖ beautiful
log home. This
Castle had a
solid foundation
with fantastic
hand craftsmanship in each &
every detail from door hinges & latches to custom round tower
fitting furniture. Beast, grain & grog was donated by MINI5280 but
prepared by the Beehs, their neighbors & Sarah Gleason. Bag
Pipe / Bag Piper volunteer w/ no fee, except for perhaps the notion of free food & drink, was actually the Beeh’s close neighbor.
MINI5280 members climbed in
& out of each & every room of
the Castle’s 4 towers & court
yard. Cameras clicked off hundreds of pictures, many a bratwurst was eaten, the crowd
seemed pleased. Our missing
friends did find their way & had
plenty of time to relax & partake
of the festivities. Six o’clock PM,
eleven hours after the 1st meetup time at I-HOP, the Burg
Mary Castle was once again
quiet & empty. Another year,
another motoring adventure,
another set of memories…..Castle to Castle to Mini
Castle Ride 2009 was complete. Thanks to all that attended. Thank you Hermann & Mary
Beeh for opening your Castle to us again. Thanks to my wife
Sarah for letting me spend the day doing what I love w/ the best
people I know.
Article by: Mike Gleason
Photos by: Rick Gonzales, Kendall Helmsetter Gelner, Dan Seals,
Jamie Shope and Rich Craighill

Final destination, Burg
Mary Castle. Hermann
& Mary Beeh, Castle
owners / builder, invited
MINI5280.ORG members to an open Castle.
Hand built by Hermann
over the past 5+ years,
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July Detailer’s Corner
Preceding the Waxing stage of the CBP is Polishing, so we will focus this month’s article on that.
Typically the polishing step is used to remove minor scratches and swirl marks to get the paint as
close to flawless as the detailer wants to achieve. The polishing step separates a clean car from a
detailed car and usually requires (or at least is highly recommended) a machine. It’s new ground for
me but through research I’ve found a staggering amount of information on the subject and the tool of
choice for both professionals and the do-it-yourselfer is the Porter Cable 7424 Dual Action Random
Orbit (price was anywhere between $110-$180 for the base model w/ no accessories, however

Amazon had it listed at $350!!). There are multiple packages that include pads, polishes, and every
flashy accessory that you can think of, highest price for a package that I found was $399 dollars, so
depending on what you want, the price can escalate quickly.
Typical accessories are:
Microfiber Towels (price variable) Orange Polishing Pads ($11 each) 6 inch 6 hole Hook & Loop
Standard Pad ($20-$40) Wax Removal Bonnet, (there are so many options, from microfiber, to
Lamb’s Wool to Terry Cloth ranging in price from $6-$20 each.)
Using the Hook & Loop accessory makes the utilization of the Polisher, and its effectiveness increase tenfold. The pad that comes standard is fixed to the unit and while it can be removed for
cleaning, this task is definitely made easier by using the H & L. By using the H & L you can remove
the polishing pad alone and not the entire apparatus. The H & L is essentially a giant Velcro underside that makes it easier to attach pads onto and remove when finished. Don’t be confused and buy
an H & L Sanding Pad, which will destroy your car, but will make a nice smooth counter top in case
you want to do some home improvement after buffing up your ride.
With or without the H & L, the machine will apply a thin, evenly distributed layer of polish to the car.
Then by switching out the polishing pad to the bonnet and going back over the car, you can do by
machine what would take 4-5x as long as by hand. The results tend to be a deeply brilliant, showroom quality finish, and perhaps more importantly a detailer that isn’t too worn out to do anything
else.
After polishing remove both the bonnet and applicator pads and wash separately, depending on
which bonnet you chose, microfiber will be washed alone in hot water w/ detergent, where as the
foam pads can be rinsed thoroughly with only cold water to remove any embedded polish or dried
particles. This is very important to ensure that no dried polish is left for the next time as it will end up
cutting into your paint and causing scary big swirls and cuts in the exterior of your car. Done correctly you will end up w/ a finely detailed car that might not even need waxing, however that’s an article for another month…

By Jeremy Nelson
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You are invited to the 46th Annual
Scottish Highlands Games and 19th
Annual British Car Show! Sunday,
August 9, 2009. Meet at 9:30 AM at
the Post Office parking lot at the intersection of University, Quebec and
Lincoln in Highlands Ranch. We will
parade in as a group at 10:00 AM.
You do not need to RSVP. Just show
up with your British car. You and a
passenger get free admission to the
games on Sunday.
Call Brooks Turner 303-794-3950 for more info.
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Saturday, September 19th
Ride The Rockies Tour
Registration begins at 8:30 am Starting time at 10:00 am
Hosted by the Colorado English Motoring Conclave, owners of all two, three
and four-wheeled British vehicles are invited to a day long motoring tour following fun twisty roads through the area surrounding Denver.
Don't wait until Sunday to begin the fun!
Make your Conclave weekend complete
by participating in the tour on Saturday. This year, we will be taking you along one of our 'classic' routes with a few twists.
The tour will leave the Oak Park conclave site parking lot, wind through the back roads
into the hills and as always end up at a "secrete' location for lunch.

Sunday, September 20th
26th Annual Colorado English Motoring Conclave
Once again the City of Arvada has offered Oak Park for the Conclave. If you have attended the Conclave in the past, you know what a great day this can be. With your help,
we can have well over 500 British Cars and Bikes in attendance. Bring a picnic lunch or
buy food and soft drinks from the vendors, and have a picnic under the trees.
For More information call:

Days - Gary George (303) 477-0189

Evenings - Scott Story (303) 755-1926
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NAT I O NAL MI NI S F OR K I D S WEE KEN D

Dear MINI Club Member ,
We would like to invite you to participate in the 1st annual "National MINIs For Kids Weekend" on
October 3-4, 2009. Each year, the 1st weekend of October will be the "National MINIs For Kids
Weekend". This event is designed to raise funds for the support of critically ill children and their
families. This year's charity is the Loma Linda Ronald McDonald House (LLRMH). The LLRMH
provides a place for families to go for lodging, meals, comfort and support while their child is going
through medical treatment at local hospitals.!These services are provided for a nominal fee or free
of charge. LLRMH offers these services so each family can focus all of their attention on the
needs of and care for their child!
Unfortunately for a critically ill child, LLRMH may be the last place the child calls home. However,
this home can also be the very home a child and their family remembers as a contributing factor
to saving their life. Since 1996, LLRMH has housed 10,000 families from all over the world. Many
of the children at LLRMH use the world renown Loma Linda University Children's Hospital for
treatment.
Who is behind "MINIs For Kids"? Our group is comprised of members from various MINI clubs
with a heart for children and a cause greater than ourselves. These little cars, as many call them,
are a perfect fit with kids. By combining our passion for MiINIs and children, we enjoy and love at
the same time. After all, our kids are our future.
We understand many of you may not be able to attend the actual event in Redlands, we would
like to invite your Club and/or friends to have a MINI run of your own on the weekend of Oct 3-4,
2009 and raise money for the Loma Linda Ronald McDonald House. At the end of the event
weekend, please submit your club's contribution via Paypal or mail a check to LLRMH. 100% of all
the proceeds go directly to LLRMH.
With your help, the National MINI Community Committee can choose a children's charity to support annually. We will ask you to submit charities of you choice that fit the criteria of "MINIs For
Kids". From this list we will choose one charity to support on the "National MINIs For Kids" weekend . Imagine what we can do for children's’ charities one dollar at a time, through the love of a
MINI. Make a difference in a child's life and at the same time do it through our National connection
with MINIs and Twisties.
Go to minisforkids.org to see what is going on at this year's event. Choose MINIs For Kids as your
charity of choice for October 2009. We thank you in advance for all your contributions and hope
you too will enjoy the weekend as much as those who attend the event.
Always be safe, stay in the lines, and have lots of fun. Mail your Checks to: LLRMH, PO Box 422 ,
Yucaipa Ca. 92399. Forms for Paypal and checks are on the website.
If you would like event T-Shirts please email Ed at minisforkids@me.com with the number of tshirts and sizes. Price per T-Shirt $10.00 each.
Enjoy Today :):) MINIs For Kids.org
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NEXT CLUB MEETING
Due to MINIs In The Mountains, there will be no official MINI5280
club meeting in August. We will again meet in September. Look for
details later.
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C L A SS IF IE D S
Ben Long with ACE Automotive Specialties has extended MINI5280 members a 20% discount on all
clear bra installations. Ben is a certified clear bra installation instructor and has a tremendous reputation in the Denver area. Check out their website at: http://AceClearBra.com

Kellen Russell from Craven Speed has informed MINI5280 that they will be extending a
year-long discount to all MINI5280 Club members off any product ordered from them.
All you have to do is enter code *M528009* in the discount box on the online order form.
The code will work any number of times and is good all year long.

Don Racine with MINIMania has extended MINI5280 members a 10% discount on all
web purchases. Just use the code 5280MI at checkout.
Visit their website at: http://www.minimania.com

Peak Eurosport has extended all MINI5280 members a 10% discount offer. This discount is good on all parts and labor just be sure to mention you are a MINI5280 member. So check out their website at: http://www.peakeurosport.com or visit their store located at: 4745 Independence St, Wheat Ridge CO 80033 (303) 421.0365
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C L A SS IF IE D S

There's a new kid in town and he's called Motoring Alliance (MA). MA is a site dedicated to the MINI community and is a place to share ideas, experiences, tips, tricks and
trips. In the multitude of forums you can find topics from detailing (personal favorite) to
1st Generation MINI to National Events.
MINI5280 has set up a club forum on MA and it will have a calendar, marketplace and a
general discussion area. So check it out at www.motoringalliance.com. You will need
to register but it’s free and painless.
You can find MINI5280 under Motoring Alliance > MINI Clubs - Country and Region >
North America > United States > West > MINI5280 or simply follow this link: MINI5280
So become a member of MA and do some posting.
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C L A SS IF IE D S
Custom MINI Shift Knobs

Did You Know ...
MINI5280 has a Facebook page? We do so
check it out and become a fan.
www.facebook.com/event.php?
eid=71007800708#/pages/Littleton-CO/
MINI5280/48379816035

2002-2006 Mini Cooper Shift Knobs. $40.00 Shipped.
Custom made from pool balls. Locks on with a dowel pin
and set screws, will not spin.
e-mail me at bryansusanw@hotmail.com

You will find club events, photos, videos and
announcements. Leave a message, sign-up
for an event or even post some MINI5280
photos.

If you have any items for our classified section please email a description, price and photo(s))) to:
info@MINI5280.org
Also let us know when it sells so we can remove it
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C L A SS IF IE D S
MINI R53 – 2003 MCS

MINI R53 – 2003 MCS

MINI Mania Header V1 with O2 extension

Auto-cross tires and Wheels

Approximately 20,000 miles

Wheels – Kosei K1 TS Silver, 15x7, Offset 38mm, Weight 12.6 lbs.

Price 225.00

Tires – Hoosier A3S04, P225/45ZR15,
Heat cycled from Tire Rack
Purchased in 2004, Set has 8 runs (1 day) on
them.
Price – Wheels and Tires 500.00, Wheels only
300.00, tires only 275.00

MINI R53 – 2003 MCS
Auto-cross Trailer with Locking Storage
Less than 1500 miles, built in 2004, used
2 seasons
Price 200.00

Contact Brad Mott at brad.mott@q.com
719-460-6023 (leave a message)
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C L A SS IF IE D S
Customized 2002 MINI Cooper S
Only 34,800 miles. Asking $16,750 OBO
Full Ocian body kit with matching sock MINI paint Dark Silver
Full suspension package; Bilstein coil over shocks w/H&R springs lowered 1.5”
18” ASA custom wheels w/NITTO 55 series 215/35ZR tires
Alta cold air intake w/Alta oversized Air 2 Air intercooler
Larger sway bars front & rear; carbon fiber strut braces
TSW engine damper; Nology plug wires w/Iridium plugs
PS, PW, Pwr door locks, sunroof, pwr mirrors
6-speed transmission w/1.6 l 4 cylinder supercharged engine
Many more custom parts and accessories!
Contact Dan at 970.216.7143 (cell)
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Calendar of Events
Here are the upcoming MINI5280 events as well as events from other clubs and organizations. For more details on all events visit the MINI5280 Calendar on NAM or MA. Make sure
to check the calendar often because you never know when something may be added!
August 1

HPR Grand Opening—9:00 AM Children’s Hospital-High Plains Raceway

August 2

Peak Eurosport Track Day— 8:00 AM High Plains Raceway

August 5—9
August 22
August 22—23
August 26

MITM4—MINIs In The Mountains, Copper Mountain Resort CO
MINI Movie Night—5:00 PM Sonic (3605 E. 104th Ave., Thornton)
3rd Annual Drive For The Kids—Morrison, CO
Ground-breaking—9:00 AM Metroplex (I-25 & Crossroads, Loveland)

September 12

MINI5280 Garage Day— 8:00 AM Import Auto Technicians

September 19

Ride The Rockies—Oak Park, Arvada, CO

September 20

Colorado English Motoring Conclave—Oak Park, Arvada, CO

October 4

GBSHF MINI5280 Ride & Picnic—Idaho Springs, CO

October 18

Yalla Yalla—Destination unknown, route unknown, CO

If you have an event or attraction you wish to share let us know at: info@MINI5280.org
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